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1. INTRODUCTION 
Given two operators A and B in a Hilbert space, a basic problem is the 
determination of the numerical range W(AB) of the product AB in terms of 
W(A) and W(B). Very little is known of W(AB) even when A and B are bounded 
operators ifthey do not commute. 
In this paper we consider noncommuting products AB of bounded operators 
(in Sect. 4, however, we treat an unbounded case) and obtain upper bounds for 
W(AB) in the sense of set containment. Our principal interest isconditions 
sufficient forthe accretivity of AB: Re(ABx, x) > 0. It should be noted at the 
outset hat AB is not necessarily accretive even when A and B are positive 
invertible ounded self-adjoint operators. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Let A and B be the matrices on complex two space 
A = [; ? ; : ; “1 , a B = [21),(+~1) “‘;(;- “1 , a 01 
where 01 is real and strictly positive. The negativity (ABx, x) < 27 1 ~- 2l/r) < 0 
follows by straightforward calculation f rx = (1, 0) and 
OL = 2-‘(211” - 1) (5 + 219. 
Previous developments came either through mapping theorems using complex 
analytic functions and related convexity echniques a in [3, 4, 15, 181, or by the 
trigonometric te hniques introduced by Gustafson [S-12] and used independ- 
ently by Krein [17]. The present paper extends the latter approach and combines 
the methods of Gustafson and Krein. 
Two important results ofthe former approach are as follows. Kato [lsJ has 
shown that iff(z) is a rational function withf(co) = co, E’ is a compact convex 
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set in the plane, E = f-‘(E’), andK is the convex kernel of E, then R’(A) CK 
implies WV(A)) Cf(W(A)). Berger and Stampfli [4] proved that if f(z) is 
analytic n 1 z 1 < 1 and continuous on the boundary with f(0) = 0 and 
If(z)] ,(1 for Iz 1 < 1, then 1 W(A)1 < 1 implies j lV(f(A))I < 1. 
The latter, or trigonometric, approach seems better suited to the product 
accretivity problem. However it should be noted that A2 need not be accretive 
even when A is bounded and accretive with its numerical range lV(A) contained 
in a sector fangle less than rr/4, asthe following example shows. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. Let A be the matrix on complex two space 
A straightforward calculation shows that (A2x, X) = - 1 + 8i for x = (1,O). 
The outline ofthe paper is as follows. In Section 2 we obtain a superset for 
W(AB) for general noncommuting bounded operators A and B on a complex 
Hilbert space and in particular, fo  self-adjoint A a dB. We also btain W(AB) 
exactly for unitary A and B provided that one of them has a spectrum ofarc 
length less than 7r. In Section 3 some lower bounds for Re W(AB) are derived. 
In Section 4 sufficient co ditions forthe accretivity of A2 are obtained when A 
is an unbounded sectorial operator. We also btain ecessary and sufficient 
conditions forthe accretivity of A2 when A is bounded or when A is m-sectorial 
with D(A) C D(Re A)). Section 5 contains additional remarks. 
2. A L?~JPERSET FOR W(AB) 
We now obtain a superset .?l’ for W(AB) for arbitrary bounded operators A 
and B. For a bounded operator T on a complex Hilbert space let 
W”) = WG 4, :I xII = 1~ 
mT = ,,$J IF% 41 , 
wr = ,:;P, IG’k 41 , :, -
0~ = sup I arg z1 , 
+GV(T) 
cos T = $I-$ Re(Tx, x)/i, x 11 *II TX II 
I cos IT = jxnzfo IG% ~Nll x II ’II TX II 
_I sin 1.T = [1 - I cos I2 T]1/2. 
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Let D be the subset of the complex plane consisting of the semiannulus I = YP 
with mamS < I < wAwB , j 8 1 < t3, + i3, .
THEOREM 2.1. Let A and B be bomded operators ona Hilbert space. l’hen 
W(AB) C 2 = u (z 1 1 z - h 1 < (1 AB /j (I sin I A) (I sin 1 B)]. 
AED 
Proof. Let G denote the Grammian or Gram determinant G = G(x, x2 , x3) 
of three vectors ina Hilbert space, namely 
(x1 7Xl) (x1 3x2) (3 ? x2) 
G = (~2 3xd (~2 >4 (~2 >4 . 
6% Y x1) (x3 7x2) (x2 3x3) 
G is always real and positive, andstrictly positive iff the three vectors are 
linearly independent. Letx1 = ABx/lj ABx 11 ,x2 = Bx//l Bx /I ,and x3 = x; 
we assume ABx # 0 here. Also let (x1, x2) = aeiu, (x2, x3) = be@, and 
h y 4 = pe iv. Then by the positivity of G we have 
1 + 2pab cos(y + OL + /3) - a2 - b2 - p2 3 0 (2.1) 
and thus 
[p cos y - ab cos(m + /3)]” + [p sin y - ab sin(ol + /3)]” < (1 - a2) (1 - b2). 
(2.2) 
Recalling that (ABx, x) = /j ABx II p(cos y + i sin y), and because a > / cos j A 
and b 3 / cos / B, we have 
[Re(ABx, X) - Re Xl2 + [Im(ABx, X) - Im h12 < /j ABx II2 (j sin 1A)2 (/ sin 1 B)2, 
(2.3) 
where h denotes the point /I ABx Ij ab(cos(ar + /I) + i sin(ol + /3)). Since X is 
in D, we have shown that (ABx, x) is in Z. 
Thus W(AB) C .Z u (0). Moreover, if(0) is attained, i.e., inthe case where 
AB is singular, then by the convexity of W(AB) and the above argument all rays 
from (0) to other points inW(AB) must be in Z, which, being aclosed set, must 
therefore contain (0). Thus we may conclude that 
W(AB) C Z. 
In some special cases the method of Theorem 2.1 is too general nd loses 
sharpness. Forexample, inthe case of positive unitary A and B we can determine -- 
W(AB) exactly by another method, as follows. The assumption isthat 
0 $ W(A) n W(B), which is equivalent to assuming that one of the operators ha
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a spectrum of arc length less than rr. Berberian [2] calls this condition a “cramped 
spectrum.” 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A and B unitary operators on a Hilbert space such that 
o(A) C arc r, and uB C arc r B , where either arc length r, < T or arc length 
r, < T. Xhen 
W(AB) C ~1 conv hull (PAT,). 
Proof. Here r,r, denotes the set of points z,z, , z, E I’, z, E r, . We 
need consider only the case arc length r, < II because A and B are inter- 
changeable, due to the fact that r,r, = rsr, . 
Since A is unitary we have W(A) C cl conv hull (r,); thus arc length -- 
PA < r * 0 4 W(A) * 0 .$ W(A-1). By the results of Williams [21] on the --- 
spectrum of a product we have o(AB) C W(B)/W(A*) C S where S denotes the 
sector OL < 0 < /I, where 01 = inf(8, + 0, 1 e% E r, , e% E r,) and where p is 
the supremum of the same set. Since AB is unitary and hence convexoid we 
therefore have 
W(AB) C cl conv hull(r,r,). 
3. ACCRETIVITY OF THE PRODUCT AB 
From Theorem 2.1 we obtain the following accretivity result for bounded 
operators A and B whose numerical ranges lie in sectors for which the angular 
sum is 42. Recall that AB is called accretive iff Re W(AB) > 0. 
COROLLARY 3.1. If mAmB cos(0, + 0,) 2 I/ AB 11 (I sin I A) (I sin / B), then 
AB is accretive. 
Proof. The hypotheses implies that the real part of the h used in the proof 
of Theorem 2.1, namely I/ ABx 11 ab COS((Y + p), is not less than the radius 
(/ AB 11 (I sin I A) (I sin 1 B) of the circle centered at A. 
COROLLARY 3.2. If [ cos 1 A > 0, 1 cos 1 B > 0, and 
(I ~0s I (AB)Y + (I ~0s I AJz + (I ~0s I BY 2 1, 
then a rotation of AB is accretive. 
Proof. It suffices to show that W(AB) d oes not contain any points of the 
negative real axis, for then by its convexity W(AB) is in a half plane through the 
origin. We may assume that ABx # 0, I/ x 11 = 1. The inequalities of the hypo- 
thesis and (2.1) imply that cos(y + (Y + /I) > 0 and that I a: 1< 42, / ,k? 1 < n/2, 
so that I y I < T uniformly in x. 
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For strictly positive self-adjoint A a dB (bounded, and necessarily invertible) 
Theorem 2.1 and the corollaries above yield the following. We recall that for 
self-adjoint A and B one has AB, BA, and Re AB accretive or nonaccretive 
together, so that he following results also yield BA accretive. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let A and B be bounded strictly positive s &&joint operators. 
Then AB is accretive when mAme 3 11 AB 11 sin A sin B or when (1 cos / (AB))* +
cos2A+cos2B>,1. 
Proof. One need verify only that in the second case, for p # 0, one has 
cos y > 0, which follows bythe assumed strict positivity. (In the same way the 
conditions 1 cos j A > 0 and ) cos 1 B > 0 in Corollary 3.2 may be weakened 
to a strictly nonvanishing a and b requirement.) 
COROLLARY 3.4 [9]. For A and B positive s lf-adjoint perators ona Hilbert 
space, AB is accretive when 
cos A > sin B. 
Proof. The strictly positive case follows from Corollary 3.3. If (Bx, x) = 0, 
x # 0, (ABx, X) # 0, then in the argument of Corollary 3.2 one finds that 
0 > cos* A + cos* B - 1, violating thehypothesis, that is, the hypothesis that 
cos B >, sin A carries meaning only when A and B are strictly positive. 
For the unitary case of Theorem 2.2 we cannot conclude that A accretive and
B accretive mply AB accretive. However, in the case where Ba , tiB < 7~14 the 
accretivity of AB follows; the somewhat more general corollary below is imme- 
diate from Theorem 2.2. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 2.2, AB is accretive if
-i?jz < ff < p < llj2. 
We now employ alittle more “trigonometry” to extend to some extent the 
lower bounds for Re W(AB) obtained byGustafson [S, 93. We restrict at ention 
to positive bounded self-adjoint perators A and B. From (2.2) we obtain, 
letting u = Bx/ll Bx \I ,and with /\ x/I = 1, 
Re(ABx, x) 2 (Au, u) (Bx, x) - [II Au 112 - (Au, ~)]I12 [II Bx 112 - (Bx, x)211/2. 
(3.1) 
Since // Au 11 is bounded by set A(Au, U) where set A has the obvious meaning, 
and likewise bounding /I Bx (( ,we have 
Re(ABx, X) >, 2s = m,m,(l - tan A tan B). 
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Another lower bound can be obtained from (3.1) byusing aresult ofGustafson 
183 which provides anupper bound for 11 Au lla in terms of (Au, u). Let S = 6, = 
2(11 A /, -f m,)-‘; s is called l ,,, or ce in [8]. Then sin A =-: !) I- SA 11 by the 
min-max result of Gustafson [IO], and hence for all (I I (i = 1, because 
[/(I --6.4) uI’* = 1 + S2 11 Au !!2 .- 2S(Au, u), we have 
ii AU II2 < S-2[2S(Au, U) - sina A]. 
Thus from inequality (3.1) we obtain 
Re(ABx, X) 
> (Bx, s) {(Au, u) - S-‘[2S(Au, u) -- cos2 A -- iY(Au, Y)~]~/~ . [sec2 B - l]‘/s} 
2 m,S1{S(,4u, U) - tan B[sin2 A - (S(Au, )- l)2]1/2}. 
The last expression s acontinuous function fthe real variable (Au, u) on the 
interval [m,.l , ;, A II] and has a minimum l1 which is alower bound for Re(BAx, x). 
In like manner it may be verified that he minimum l2 over the interval [m,, I! B /I] 
of the expression 
m&‘{S,(Bx, X) - tan A[sin2 B - (S,(Bx, )- 1)2]1’2} 
is also alower bound for Re(ABx, x). Let us mention that he roots in these 
expressions maybe verified to be real via Schwarz’s inequality. 
EXAMPLE 3.6. Let (1 A (’ y= (1 B (! - 1, mA = mR = i. Then sin A = .I, 
cvs A = 2(2)“?/3, S = 2, and the real-valued function 
f(u) :- +(Au, u) - (2(2)““)-’ [+  @Au, u) -- 1)2]1’2 
has a minimum at (Au, u) = $(I - 2(2)l/s/9). Thusin this case I, = 1, = 
-;[I .- 2(2)‘i2/9 --.(18(2)1/a)-1]r 0.242417, a slight improvement inthe fifth 
decimal place over the previous bound b, calculated in [9]. Notice that when A 
and B commute one has mAB = 0.25 so that I, is seen to be a good lower bound 
for mAH in the general case. The simpler bound I, = 2.1875 here. 
We mention without details that Re W(AB) has the following upper bounds, 
obtained inthe same way: 
L, r :/ .4 :I :/ B II (1 - tan A tan B), 
Li y- ,,n;s ,] !I B II &‘{[S,(Au, U) + tan B[sin2 A - (S,(Au, )- 1)2]“2}; 
.I 
L, is obtained similarly, with the roles of A and B interchanged. 
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4. ACCRETIVITY OF THE UNBOUNDED PRODUCT T2 
Example 1.2 in the Introduction shows that even in the case of an accretive 
operator T with 0r < ~14, T2 need not be accretive andW(T2) need not be a 
subset ofW(T) * W(T). Also, as mentioned arlier, the xisting general numericai 
range mapping theorems do not encompass the question fwhen T accretive 
implies T2 accretive. We now consider this question, for both bounded and 
unbounded sectorial operators T. 
Let T be a densely defined sectorial operator in a complex Hilbert space with 
semiangle eT< p/2 and vertex yB = 0. We refer the reader to [16] for further 
details that we employ concerning sectorial operators, andthroughout we
assume for simplicity that he vertex or= 0. Let t’[u, u] be the sesquilinear form
(Tu, V) with D(m) = D(T) and with closure t[u, v]. W(T) is dense in W(t), the 
adjoint form t* is also sectorial, and the two closed symmetric forms &(t + t*) 
and (1/2i) (t- t*) are uniquely represented by self-adjoint operators Re T and 
Im T such that &(t + t”) [u, V] = ((Re T) u, v) for u E D(Re T), TJ ED(t) =
D(t*) = D(t + t*) = D(t - t*), and &(t - t*) [u, v] = ((Im T) u, v) for 
u E D(Re T), wE D(t). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let T be a sectorial operator ina Hilbert space such that 
D(T) C D(Re T) n D(Im T) and f OY which there xists b < 1 such that 
Il(Im T) u I/ < b I/(Re T)u /I fog aZZ u E D(T2). Then T2 is accretive and 
8,~ < 2 tan-l b. 
Proof. For u E D(T) and arbitrary z, ED(T) we have 
(TV, U) = &(t + t*) [v, U] + +(t - t*) [ZJ, u]= (n, (Re T - iIm T) u) 
so that D(T)CD(T*) and T * - Re T - i Im T) u on D(T). In particular u ( 
for uE D( T2) we have 
(T2u, u) = (Tu, T*u) = ((Re T + i Im T) u, (Re T - i Im T) u) 
= II(Re T)u (I2 - l\(Im T)u II2 - 2i Re((Re T) u, (Im 7”) u). 
Since b< 1, we have Re( T2u, u) > 0. 
Concerning the sector angle for the numerical range of T2, the case b= 1 
is just arestatement of the accretivity of T2, so any improvement comes only 
in the case b< 1. Also, we may assume (Re T) u # 0 for otherwise (T’G, u) = 0. 
Thus 
1 Im(Tk, u)] ~ 2 1 Re((Re T) u, (Im T) u)j < 2b 
Re( T%, u) (1 - b2) IW T) u II2 
, - = tan(2 tan-l 6). 
1 - b2 
For a bounded operator the above arguments yield the following necessary 
and sufficient condition for the accretivity of T2. Note that in Theorem 4.1 
and Corollary 4.2 we do not need to assume that T is accretive. 
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COROLLARY 4.2. Let T be a bounded operator on a Hilbert space. Then T2 is 
accretive@)j(Im T) x ]< b II(Re T)x IIf or some 6< 1. In that case 19,s < 2 tan-l b. 
If in Theorem 4.1 T is m-sectorial, then T is its own Friedrich’s extension. 
But it is not known even then when T can be written asT = A + iB with 
D(A) = D(B) = D(T), A and B symmetric. Via a partial result ofthis type 
we are able to obtain necessary and sufficient co ditions forT2 accretive fora 
certain class of m-sectorial operators T. 
THJZOREM 4.3. Let T be an m-sectorial operator with D(T) C D((Re T)). 
Then T C Re T + iC, where C is symmetric, andT2 is accretive sf1) Cx 11 <
b (J(Re T)x 11 fm some b < 1 and all xE D( T2). In that case 8,~ < 2 tan-l b. 
Proof. Bythe “angle-boundedness” factorization Kato [16, p. 3371 we may 
write T = (Re T)li2 (I + iB) (Re T)l/=, where B is self-adjoint and 1) B /I <
tan Or . By hypothesis x ED(T) implies (Re T)lj2 x E D((Re T)l/“) and 
hence by the construction of B (see [16]) we have x E D(C), where 
C = (Re T)l12 B(Re T)‘/=. 
Since TC Re T + iC, we have T* 1 Re T - iC*, and for x E D( T2) as in 
the proof of Theorem 4.1 above we have 
(T2z, x) = (TX, (Re T - iC) x) 
= II(Re T)x /I2 - /I Cx )I2 - 2i Re((Re T) x, Cx)), 
the result following as before. 
5. ADDITIONAL REMARKS 
5.1. As the references indicate (see specially thesurvey by Bonsall 
and Duncan [S]), some of the results would be easily extendable tothe 
case of bounded operators n aBanach space, .g., asin [S, 91. For unbounded 
operators there seem to be no general numerical range mapping theorems. 
5.2. In the commuting case it was shown in [g] that for positive self- 
adjoint A and bounded accretive B, BA is accretive. Bouldin [a showed that 
W(AB) C W(A) W(B) for positive self-adjoint A  he case of bounded com- 
muting A and B. These results are rather immediate byuse of Alla. 
5.3. Holbrook [14] earlier showed for bounded commuting A and B 
the partial submultiplicative result w,,~ < 2wAwB for numerical radii. Such 
results follow from our upper bounds for W(AB); for example, for arbitrary 
(noncommuting) A and B one has following easily from Theorem 2.1 that 
WAB & WAWB COS Ag f (1 AB 11 (I Sin 1 A) (I sin [ B), 
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where cos AB E.Z cos(y + a + /I) is a type of “interaction c sine” whose eventual 
utility was mentioned in [12]. In the case that a2 + b2 > 1 one has the bound 
wAB < 2wAwB which occurs, for example, when 1 cos 1 A > 1 sin 1 B. In the 
other case when uz + b2 < 1, by the “complementary inequality viewpoint” 
we have ab < + and I(ABx, x)1 < 4 (1 AB 11 + a correction term. Of course one 
always has the crude (but sharp) upper bound wAB < 2w, 11 B 11 .
5.4. Concerning applications of these results and interesting inter- 
connections with other questions ininequality theory, matrix theory, and semi- 
group theory, we refer to [12]. Let us mention here, however, an interesting 
illustration of an application to the Lyapunov, Sylvester, and Main Inertia 
Theorems as studied by Ostrowski and Schneider [19], Cain [7], and others. 
The following result (and others, which we omit) follows immediately from [7] 
and Corollary 3.1 of the present paper; for notation see Section 2 and [q. Let A 
and B be bounded invertible op rators, B self-adjoin& with m,mB cos(6, + &)> 
11 AB 11 (1 sin / A) (1 sin 1 B). Then Inertia(AB) = Inertia(B). 
5.5. There were two approaches to the problem AB accretive inthe 
noncommuting case. The first [8] was to write CBA = (EB - I) A + A as a 
perturbation. The second [9] introduced the trigonometric parameter cos B. 
These two approaches were unified when it was shown [lo] that min,,, ]I eB - III 
sin B, a result of min-max type, somewhat overlooked and arrived at 
irdependently b Seidman [20] and later in more generality by Asplund and 
Ptak [l]. 
In a different context Krein [17] independently introduced a quantity 
$ = Dev B equivalent tocos B. Krein showed that Dev(AB) < Dev A + Dev B 
for bounded invertible operators A and B; from this one obtains AB accretive 
when Dev A + Dev B < ~12, a hypothesis which implies the sufficient condi- 
tion sin A < cos B or sin B < cos A of [9]. Corollary 3.2 of the present paper 
combines and extends these results. 
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